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                                                                   - February 28 2023 - RoZetta Technology, a global technology platform provider specializing in
managing immense time series data sets in cloud environments, today announced that ICE DataVault is now available on RoZetta’s
DataHex platform.

ICE DataVault is a service offered by Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) that provides users with granular, high quality financial
information with full depth-of-market coverage that can allow for strategy back testing, historical analysis, trade surveillance and
compliance use cases. ICE’s extensive coverage is designed to capture tick-by-tick data for trades and quotes across multiple assets,
including equities, derivatives, fixed income, foreign exchange, cryptocurrencies, money markets, energy and ETFs, with history
spanning 10+ years.

Clients can access ICE DataVault’s deep historical data through RoZetta’s DataHex Platform. RoZetta’s Services include pre-delivery
data transformation for ease, speed and efficiency of use (such as reformatting and addressing data quality for analytic readiness)
and enhancements to improve data utility. The service also enables ICE clients to have licensed data seamlessly transformed and
delivered into multiple cloud platforms and analytical environments to avoid wasting the time of high value client team members
such as quant analysts on data management tasks.

David Sharp, Managing Director, RoZetta Technology said: 

“We are excited about the transformative impact this offering will bring to the market."

“The increasing cost and complexity of managing large scale data is a well-known industry issue. Following years of investment in
R&D, RoZetta has evolved its leading data management product, DataHex, to address this challenge. ICE provides market leading
breadth and quality of data. Together this alliance ensures seamless delivery that will enhance the productivity of all end users.
ICE’s data will arrive ready to analyze, saving an enormous amount of time usually spent reconfiguring the data to make it fit for
purpose. 

The integration with ICE, is also great recognition for our team's many years of innovation and hard work to achieve our mission of
removing the data management barriers to using large scale complex data.” 

Maurisa Baumann, Vice President of Desktop and Feeds at ICE said,

“Across global markets, maintaining a competitive edge requires efficient access, integration and application of big data.
Partnering with Cloud infrastructure specialists like RoZetta enables us to offer greater flexibility in data delivery and an
opportunity for our clients to enhance the data during the delivery process.” 

About RoZetta Technology

RoZetta Technology’s core belief is that fusing data science, technology, and data management is the path that amplifies human
experience and knowledge. RoZetta’s DataHex cloud platform and managed services enables organizations to accelerate speed to
market insights, and then create value by encouraging data driven decision making.

RoZetta brings proven capability, experience and a mindset to create products and systems that resolve these challenges in a way
that optimizes the value created. The mix of good data, the right technology, the right design and the right team can solve complex
problems.
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